




Thanks to all of vou that have downloaded this album. This is not

a monetary adventure, but rather something 1 enjoy doing in

my spare time - making music. As such, I appreciate every bit of

love or hate I get regarding Hammerspace tunes.

If you enjoy the album, feel free to drop by and "Like" the

Facebook page, let me know what you think, good or bad.

or simply spreii i this around. ^PH.

The concept of an original nerd-metal- RPG-based band may
seem flakey at first, but I plan on evolving the Hammerspace
story into something awesome that will without a doubt be

enjoyed not only by fans of old school RPGs, but gaming in

eneral.

Regardless, I hope you enjoy this collection of tunes that serves

as a "prequel" to the story enough to experience future endeavors.

Stay nerdy, guys.
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travelling down into the center of this world, we
find we are bound within the tragedy unfurled, see

nothing can change 'til we manipulate the script, so

why do we wait until we're stuck inside the pit

no more will we try. push on to failure have wc crossed the line

where will we go when all is lost and there is no more time

how can it l>e that mc and you have come to you and i

when does it end are wc content with what we couldn't find

stuck inside tl lamland, wishing this would never end

looking back at my trend, failure is my only friend

back against the wall, we capture what we can't keep

giving up what wc need can't we learn to just be we

travelling down into the center of this world, we
haven't the right to make assumptions of what could be

no more control, we've gone so far so fast we can't see

it's all the same, what we have done together endlessly

how can we try push on to failure we have crossed the line

where will wc go when all is lost and there is no more time

stuck inside this dreamland wishing this would never end

looking back at my trend failure is my only friend

back against the wall, we capture what we can't keep

giving up what we need we can learn to just be we



the crimson dagger holds the key

to picture what we cannot see

a fetid glimpse of what they need

the poison is the only key

war resides within these streets

engulfed by instibility

a fantasy' ofyou and me
is killed by insecurity

love is all i give lor grieving

hate is all i grieve for giving

mourn is all i want for pleading

scold is all i take, for getting

such a simple taste of something

to induce the endless suffering

all i ever want is nothing

give it all to me

endless is this pointless fighting

no one will come out the lord

all their whispers meaning nothing

part, you fool - put down your swoid I

I

good evening, ladies and gentlemen!

gather 'round this lent of freaks

that you may sec their hatred

for such a simple love so bleak

the circus show they made it

there's no escape, there's no more pride

they wait for end ofdays

for all the time they had to hide

but no more, i say

we've put 'em out, for your abuse, so

bring your sticks and stones

but you may sec, they're of no use

no matter how they're thrown

i urge you, folks, the fee is small

just raise vour nose and talk of all

that happens at this carnival

and laugh at all you saw

suffer this abuse

you are of DO use

all of this hate

in the world we made
allow mi' to be bold

with what the end'11 hold

when two swords will be drawn
when we've come for all
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1: VINDICATION

countless spoken talcs arc plagued with riddles in the book of legend

timeline draw n in greed and vengence. always ending broken

to lie who draws the sword the spoils are but naught. Ihey deaden

the light may show a different path in the end

the secret hidden from her brother

so when this tragedy befell her

she was to be alone forever

countless spoken tales are plagued with riddles in the book of legend

a timeline drawn in greed and vengence, always ending broken

to he who draws the sword the spoils are but naught, they deaden

he was a hero, only sixteen

they could not fathom all he had seen

he left the evil jlain so when they

(when they > came for orders they knew what to do, for \ irtue

to spread the blood and ash on this land

eternal darkness came from his hand

for when he saw his blackened sliadow

their only hero lost the battle



ftmm (cont'd)

II: VALOR

(instrumental, tcarina solo)

yoa son ofa hitch

you look my life, but i will fight

this is the end for vou mv friend

xm standing tall, you're gonna fall

into the black, no coming back

ill make it through, ill come for you

pay any price - im MClifioc

We come too fai Wc raised thebai

now do you s< e^you'n EOAltt bleed

III:VIRTITE

come to me, this journey's end
ill Mop this all, to make amends
yonVe got not chance, i will surpass

this filth and greed cannot last

unleash this power by my hand

reveal my courage, i will stand

beside your wisdom, i reside

to stand and prove this heart of mine

this time, i fight (0 win

ill tight until this story ends

to strike this evil from my laud

reflection of the beast within

i will win this final fight

fd sacrifice my final life

for you i'll fight until i die

the lx>dv breaks but not the mind





ucmluy ine svarcm you once st?iwww
'cause all these bits are getting old

sitting hours at a time, wc #

re wasting only hall

connecting fellow allies, only to start a fight

so much that we deal with, hear this: we're i

glory's Kone to the waysi

ore the duys of the sprite

ert it all for the next

control your own cgi

they topple layer and layer

for our days and our nights

wc arc no longer the playc

follow the signs

ours at a time, we're wasting only

connecting fellow allies, only to start a fight

so much that we deal with, hear this: we're not what we used to

year we transform all this, yet we simply can-

all of this is always our fault, we no longer hold the

pularity, yeah - we arc a

that we will suffer for thiam

up down down left right left right



sit and wait, the promise of virtue

you expect such a world much bigger

hesitate to do what they told you

no regret as you're pulling the trigger

here it is, the final production

what we have is a failure to launch

wait it out, temperment raging

taken back like a fire extinguished

you and t are not (today)

you will not succeed (won't play this game)

sit and wait, your disappointment

manifests in a sigh too feint

no debate, this just ain't worth it

run a test on the signal strength

no remorse for the wrath that follows

take a moment, you're redeeming

such a force as you're self-defeatist

^9

you did not succeed

ten years that have

see it's all in vein (wwon't play this game)

given up our time (you worthless motherfuckers)

repetitions stakes (you will not best us today)

you will not abide (into the future we go)

laughing in our face (avoiding you as we can)

hating, faking, feeding, leaving

everything inside decieving

coming forth from in the shadow
to your fortress - start the battle

beasts rejoice within your presence

speaking nothing but one sentence:

in this place which you call home
we'll leave you standing all alone



LEON VALASEK vocals, programming
LUNA BAYLOCK bass, programming

KAIN GLASGOW guitars, backup vocals

FLIP DOUGLAS drums, percussion
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Thanks to Torn Flesh Records for releasing this album among
the several hundred other entries into the world of metal.

facebook.com/nietalofnerds

faccbook.com/tornflcshrccords

facebook.com/tornfleshrecordsnetlabel

tfrbiggeslfan.blogspot.com (I luge props to .Julia for keeping up with the

insane amount of work that goes into supporting the greatest label the

net has seen)
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